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LEARNING TO WRITE:
WHY COPYING OTHER'S TEST
ISN'T ENOUGH
Lynda R. Markham

showing that copying makes classroom
management difficult and, more importantly,
that it ignores current understandings of
children's natural acquisition of written
literacy.
Let's watch some first graders copy a
story from a chart hung on a wall in their
classroom as we think about what their
behaviors tell us about copying.

Copying others' text (Moffet, 1979) has
been a standard of first grade and indeed all
elementary school classrooms for years. One
hundred years ago children dipped their
quills into ink and laboriously practiced until
their letters were Palmer perfect and
aesthetically pleasing. Burrows' (1959)
review of literature on composition
suggested that oral composition was the
appropriate style for young children.
Despite current research on the writing
process (Graves, 1983; Dyson, 1983) and the
resulting enthusiasm for involving young
children in independent composition (Milz,
1980), copying continues to absorb the
majority of time devoted to writing activities.
Bridge, Hiebert, and Chesky (1983, p. 239)
noted that .03% of all classroom activities are
"expressing one's own original ideas in a
focused and edited version," while 9.6% are
copying. Copying is based on the
assumptions that teachers have all
knowledge of writing and will pass this on to
children, that children will be attentive to the
impor_tant features of writing as they copy,
and that children will be able to copy with
reasonable accuracy.
Is copying enough? In this paper I
demonstrate the difficulties with copying,

Danielle numbers her sentences as
she copies, beginning each at the left
margin rather than imitating the
paragraph form on the chart.
Robert expends considerable effort
on slanting his manuscript in
imitation of cursive and is told he is
messy by other children.
Each of these children is obviously bored
with the copying task. They have little
incentive to explore on their own. No
creativity is required. Children who do
attempt to deviate from the printed model
are quickly labeled problem writers. There is
little indication that children learn much
about either writing or reading from copying.
Indeed, the handwriting at the end of a
copied story is almost invariably of lesser
quality than that at the first, and many
children cannot read a story after laboriously
copying it.
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Donald plays and talks instead of
attending to the copying task, then
grumbles that the noise of others is
keeping him from finishing his story.
Lee finishes hastily in order to have
time to draw pictures and do puzzles.
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transcribing their ideas. For independent
writers, however, the symbols written may be
only a small part of a story. There is a much
greater chance for real involvement when
story development is controlled by the child.

Classrooms filled with copiers are
considerably more difficult to manage than
classrooms filled with independent writers.
Independent writers work to the beat of a
busy hum of quiet talk.
A story need not be finished within the
time available for a single writing period.
Children are likely to be interested in their
work, especially if they selected their own
topics. They have considerable control over
their own work. Copiers, on the other hand,
often seek more interesting discussion and
activity than the task at hand; noise and nontask behavior multiplies quickly. Copying is a
product oriented task which consumes a
specific amount of time. Differences in
coordination and attention to task lead to
great variation in time required for
completion. The teacher must provide
instructions and alternative activities for
early finishers and encouragement for less
able copiers.

James is an eager contributor to oral
discussion but cannot attend to the
copying task.
Copying requires considerable
coordination. Children must look at the chart,
often several feet away, determine where in
the text they are, look at a unit of the text (for
young children, usually a letter, or at best a
word), remember this long enough to transfer
it to the paper, have sufficient visual-motor
coordination to imitate the chart letters on
paper, and finally, be able to constantly
monitor the process to assure quality. For
many children this process is so much more
difficult than oral story telling that they simply
give up. What purpose will a not especially
readable copy of a chart serve if you can't
read it and perhaps don't feel that the text
has anything to do with your own ideas?

Andrea copies letter by letter rather
than being able to remember word
or phrase units.

Peter is very displeased that his
writing is so ''messy.''

Charlotte constantly asks where she is
on the chart; she skips whole lines at

times and is unable to see her errors.
Copying constantly reminds children of
the inadequacy of their letters as compared
with the model. Rather than being intrigued
by the message communicated in the story to
be copied, children often become
increasingly displeased that their work lacks
the precision and neatness of the chart or
chalkbourd models. Some make several trips
to the pencil sharpener in hopes that a better
point will write more perfectly - or just to
postpone copying. Unfortunately, of course,
copying perpetuates the myth that letter form
and neatness are important to the exclusion
of meaning. What else differentiates one
child's work from the next? What else can
teachers comment on or grade?
1. Copying requires neither thought nor
creativity and thus quickly becomes
boring.
2. Copying makes classroom management difficult and often leads to
discipline problems.
3. Copying demands that attention focus
on the letter or word level rather than
on meaning, organization, and style.

Copying reduces writing to the letter
level for young children who have little skill in
spelling and reading. The chart for them
contains only a sea of symbols - at best,
recognizable letters, at worst, meaningless
squiggles difficult to imitate. Letter by letter
copying precludes attention to syntax and
meaning of larger units. Even when children
have read through a chart with their teachers
and can copy by word or phrase units, the
pace of copying is simply too slow for
comprehension to be maximal. As Frank
Smith (1982) explains, bits of information can
be held in short term memory for only a
limited time. Copied letters or even words
may not remain in short term memory long
enough for relationships with past experience
to form. Thus, copying all too often remains
an experience devoid of meaning. Unless
meaning is present, it is unlikely that children
will intuitively discover the rules that govern
written language. It is, of course, true that
young independent writers are also
hampered by the tortoise pace of
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Copiers receive information so slowly
that short term memory is easily
overloaded.
4. Copying requires coordination which
is beyond many young writers'
capability.
5. Copying emphasizes child inadequacy
in relation to a model.
6. Additionally, and more importantly,
copying offers little incentive for
children to explore written
composition on their own.
Copying is not enough. Independent
composing activities, on the other hand, offer
many benefits for both children and teachers.
Children intuitively discover much about
writing through their own explorations of
written symbols. Even "errors" represent
emerging understanding. Meaning based on
personal experience is an important
facilitator of early writing; others' text can
never be as immediate a concern for young
children.
1. encourage children to compose
independently (Graves, 1983};
2. teach handwriting, but in fast paced,
tightly focused, short sessions;
3. help children view others' text through
reading and participating in the
development of language experience
stories.
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